
KYOTOPHONIE Borderless Music Festival held its first session in the 
Spring of 2023, inviting a diverse selection of musicians like Salif Keita, 
Lucas Santtana, SHOW-GO, Trio SR9, Koki Nakano among others, to 
perform in some of Kyoto's most magical places, including a Noh Theatre, 
temples, Japanese gardens and clubs across the city. 

Spanning two days, the Autumn edition will be held on October 7-8 at 
Amanohashidate, in the northern part of Kyoto Prefecture. With 12 artists 
from 7 countries will be bringing their music on three unique stages that 
connect to the exceptional natural landscape. Additionally, renowned 
chefs from France, Tokyo, and Kyoto will use locally sourced ingredients 
to tailor a special culinary experience. Set against the backdrop of lush 
nature, which is known to be one of Japan's Three Scenic Views, 
KYOTOPHONIE will curate an experience that connects borderless music, 
nature and food.
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KYOTOPHONIE 2O23
Amanohashidate 
2O23.1O.7 SAT-1O.8 SUN
KYOTOPHONIE is a new music festival showcasing an eclectic 
selection of music and superb local produce in a curated food 
experience on the sandy beaches of the picturesque national park 
of Amanohashidate, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan.

Festival Site



KYOTOPHONIE is a borderless music festival established 
as a sister festival of KYOTOGRAPHIE International 
Photography Festival. The first instalment of 
KYOTOPHONIE was held in the spring of 2023 in various 
venues in Kyoto City, welcoming more than 3,000 guests.

This autumn, KYOTOPHONIE will be held on 7-8 October in the 
natural setting of Amanohashidate, one of Japan's three most 
scenic spots, facing Miyazu Bay in the north of Kyoto Prefecture.
The ‘Beach Stage’ will be set up with the white sandy 
beach of Amanohashidate and the horizon as a backdrop, 
and the ‘Forest Stage’ will be surrounded by trees that have 
lived for hundreds of years. Live performances will feature 
unique musicians from Japan and overseas.

In addition, chefs from France, Tokyo and Kyoto will 
collaborate to create an ‘Pop Up Beach Restaurant,’
a one-day-only menu using an abundance of seafood and 
mountain produce from the northern Kyoto area, in 
collaboration with local producers. Visitors can also enjoy 
food attractions such as a food marché with a line-up of 
kitchen cars from renowned restaurants around the area.
The festival offers the opportunity to experience an 
excellent selection of international and Japanese 
performers paired with diverse culinary options set in the 
national park's natural beauty. KYOTOPHONIE wants to 
share these unique experiences with you.

　　　　　Co-founders and Co-Directors of KYOTOPHONIE
　　　　　Lucille Reyboz & Yusuke Nakanishi 

Artist Lineup

Sat. 7th October

Outline
KYOTOPHONIE
BORDERLESS MUSIC FESTIVAL
2023 AMANOHASHIDATE
Dates: 7 (Sat) and 8 (Sun) Oct 2023
Organised by: KYOTOPHONIE
Co-organised by: Kyoto Prefecture, 
Miyazu City, Kyoto of the Sea DMO
Main Sponsor: BOTTEGA VENETA
Sponsor: The Ritz-Carlton, Kyoto
Partner: Genmyoan
Collaborator: KYOTOGRAPHIE 
International Photography Festival
Support: Discover Japan’ｓ Hidden  
　  　　　 Treasures!

Tickets
Advance tickets on sale from 
mid-August on e+ and Peatix.

Advanced
One-day    General 12,000 yen
                    Student  9,000 yen
Two-days  General  20,000 yen
                     Student 14,000 yen

On the day
One-day    General 15,000 yen
                     Student 12,000 yen
Two-days General 26,000 yen
                     Student 20,000 yen

Forest StageBeach Stage

Circo de Sastre

U-zhaan×
Tamaki ROY×
Chinza DOPENESS

Chico César
© Ana Lefaux

Forest StageBeach Stage
Sun. 8th October

and more

Kakushin NishiharaICHIKO AOBA
©Kodai Kobayashi

Please visit kyotophonie.jp for videos and songs of each artist.

Eiko Ishibashi
Band Set

Luedji Luna

©Henrique Falci
First performance in Japan

©Audoin Desforges

INNA DE YARD
“The Soul of Jamaica” with 
HORACE ANDY, CEDRIC MYTON 
from The Congos and 
WINSTON MCANUFF, 
backed by Home Grown

First performance in Japan

Coming soon!

baobab JUTOLA SKY H1 & Mika Oki
©Maryan Sayd



Pop Up Beach Restaurant 

As part of KYOTOPHONIE 2023 Amanohashidate, a 2-day 
exclusive gastronomic event will be held, featuring 
popular chefs from Tokyo and Kyoto, as well as a 
Michelin-starred chef from France. Each chef will 
showcase the rich ingredients of the Tango region̶such 
as bountiful seafood from Miyazu Bay, seasonal 
vegetables grown by dedicated organic farmers, and 
venison hunted from the local mountains̶to offer a 
unique dining experience, allowing attendees to savour 
these delicacies while overlooking the sea at 
Amanohashidate. Please note that seating is available by 
reservation only, which will begin in early September.
Furthermore, a bar counter, food trucks, and a market will 
also be presented within the venue (details TBC).

Invited Chefs

Food & Marché

Food trucks and a local producer market will also be 
available in the free area.

Bar Counter

A bar counter will be set up at the venue, serving local 
sake, beer, and non-alcoholic drinks.

Media

Website: kyotophonie.jp
Instagram: instagram.com/kyotophonie_
Facebook: facebook.com/kyotophonie
Twitter: twitter.com/kyotophonie

Download

▼ Download promotional images here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders
/1UdjDw7mvn0UoaxlYKTEXPq5Pg2-Hy
_Aj?usp=sharing

▼ Download the spring edition closing 
report here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders
/1UeJ-_TYej7qXtkKyxV1JcbzyjCXdO8jB?
usp=sharing

Contact

KYOTOPHONIE Management Office 
(inside of KYOTOGRAPHIE)
Mail: press@kyotophonie.jp
Tel: 075-708-7108
(reception hours: weekdays 11:00-18:00)

Ticket inquiries
Mail: ticket@kyotophonie.jp
Tel: 075-708-7108
(reception hours: weekdays 11:00-18:00)

Press inquiries:
France / International 
2e BUREAU /
Sylvie Grumbach,
Martial Hobeniche,
Marie Laure Girardon
Mail: kyotophonie@2e-bureau.com
Tel: +33 (0)1 42 33 93 18

PR Kyoto Office
Marguerite Paget
Mail: marguerite.paget@kyotophonie.jp
Tel: +81 (0)90 6556 1974

Michelin star chef
Armand Arnal
La Chassagnette
(Arles, France)

Fumihiko Oumi
DELTA 
(Demachiyanagi, Kyoto)

The information provided is as of 17th August 2023, and is subject to change without notice.

Rimpei Yoshikawa
Pignon
(Shibuya, Tokyo)

Masayo Funakoshi
Farmoon
(Mototanaka, Kyoto)


